BACK OUR BREWERS - TEMPLATE LETTER/EMAIL

This can be sent either as a letter, in which case the date, MPs’ address and your address are needed at the top, or sent as an email in which case just include your own address at the bottom. If sending as an email, include as the subject: Please oppose Government increases Tax Burden for Smaller Breweries. 

If you send by email, cc or bcc campaign@campaignforpubs.org.uk
(If a letter:) 

[Your Name]
[Your Address]
[Your email]
(If a letter:) 

[MP Name]
MP for [Constituency]
House of Commons 
London 
SW1A 0AA

[Date] 2020

Please oppose Government increases Tax Burden for Smaller Breweries

Dear [Insert name of MP],

I am writing to you, as my MP, to express my concern at a recent UK government decision to increase the tax burden on smaller breweries, all round the country including in this part of the country. This decision is another kick in the teeth for many brewers at an already difficult time and threatens to undermine the wonderful diversity and range of brewers and beer.   

On July 22nd the UK Government announced forthcoming changes to Small Brewers Relief, including reducing the threshold at which Small Brewers Relief starts to taper, from 5000hL to 2100hL.  It is estimated that at least 150 UK breweries will be directly affected by an increased tax burden.  Many more will simply decide that the incentive to start-up or grow has been removed.  

This could not come at worse time, with small breweries, like many businesses, facing significant reductions in trade do the Covid-19 pandemic and the three month closure of pubs. Added to that, most small independent breweries have already missed out on the government support made available to their counterparts in the hospitality industry, in the way of cash grants or a business Rates holiday.  So for smaller brewers, this latest news really is a body blow. 

Although a consultation is now offered on the detail, it appears that an arbitrary decision has been made by the Treasury in respect of reducing the 5000hL threshold to 2100hL.  Could you please help me to understand on what basis and evidence that 2100hL figure was selected?  Moreover, could you please let me know, and share the details of, any impact studies that have been carried out in respect of this change?

The UK Government has given in to lobbying from a small number of medium sized and larger breweries, who wish to protect their businesses from competition and reduce the tax burden on their companies by increasing it on others.  Frustratingly, that is at the expense of smaller breweries.  Small Brewers Relief is a progressive measure provided to breweries to help level-up competition with larger (often international) brands.  Also, to foster growth and improvements in quality.  Ultimately, the proposed change in Small Brewers Relief will result in reduced consumer choice and quality at the bar.  It is extremely disappointing that the UK Government continues to listen and respond to the wishes of big business, while ignoring the needs of small enterprises.  

Small breweries are part of our national fabric and play a vital role in the economy.  They create more jobs than larger breweries and they pay disproportionally more tax into Treasury coffers than large breweries. It is the UK’s smaller brewers that create and export many of the beers that the rest of the world are excited by and want to drink.

I urge you to join me in making the case for supporting, rather than penalising, the nation’s small brewers. So I am asking you, as my MP to:
	Write to the Chancellor, Rishi Sunak, asking the Government to reconsider this decision and to abandon plans to tax small brewers more at this very challenging time. 

Show your support by tweeting/sharing that you too #BackOurBrewers and sharing the petition asking the Government to think again [LINK]    
I look forward to hearing from you – and hopefully hearing that you Back Our Brewers! 
Yours Sincerely,


[Your name] 

(If an email) 
[Your address]


